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Key activities carried out in reporting period: 
CHF 2009 Allocation 
• On 14 January, at the Common Humanitarian Fund (CHF) allocation meeting chaired by the Resident and 

Humanitarian Coordinator for Sudan, a total of $1 million was allocated to Cross-Sector Support for 
Returns, to support Tracking and Monitoring (IOM) and Sudan Information Campaign for Return 
(UNICEF).  No funding was allocated for the Joint Organized Returns. 

• On 19 January, at CHF meeting in Abyei a total of $2 million was allocated to six sectors: Health, Water 
and Sanitation, Food Security and Livelihoods, Education, Protection and Return.  

• A CHF meeting in Southern Kordofan also agreed to allocate $150,000 to Cross-Sector Support for 
Returns, in support of tracking of spontaneous returnees. In Blue Nile a total of $440,000 was allocated 
to Cross-Sector Support for Returns, in support of UNHCR’s activities in relation to health, education 
and livelihoods in Kurmok and Ed Damazin areas. 

IDP Organised Return 
• In Central Equatoria, the total number of IDPs returned to Lobonok between December 2008 and 

January 2009 reached 1,711 individuals. Most returnees have received NFI kits provided by UNICEF 
and NCA.  Also, on 28 January 64 returnees from Juba, assisted by IOM, arrived in Torit/Eastern 
Equatoria. Meanwhile, five qualified Sudanese arrived in Western Bahr el Ghazal from Khartoum on 
15 January. The returnees received NFI kits and food rations. 

State organised 
• This month, the Voluntary Return and Resettlement Commission (VRRC) and Southern Kordofan 

Chief’s Council organized the return of 612 individuals to South Kordofan. While in Abyei an 
estimated 313 IDPs returned from Gadaref in (GoSS) organized return.  

Spontaneous Returns 
• Sporadic spontaneous returns continued during this month. On 1 January, a barge carrying 256 

spontaneous returnees arrived in Bor/Jonglei. While, IOM/SSRRC’s enumerators,Unity state, reported 
that 700 spontaneous returnees were tracked in January. Also ADRA in Upper Nile registered 262 
spontaneous returnees. A total of 1,135 individuals were also verified as spontaneous returnees in 
Northern Bahr el Ghazal. 

Refugee Returns 
• This month, UNHCR repatriated 3,073 refugees from Kenya, Ethiopia and Uganda under the assisted 

self-repatriation mechanism, to Equatoria, Jonglei, Unity and Upper Nile States. 
• As of 31 January 2009 the repatriation of Sudanese refugees to South Sudan and Blue Nile State reached 

a cumulative total of 299,268 refugees since 2005, of which 142,438 returned under the organized and 
assisted self-repatriation programme. 

 
Reintegration Activities 
Food and NFIs 
• In Lakes state, WFP dispatched 247 MT of food to 5,088 verified spontaneous returnees in Yirol west. 

While in Western Equatoria World Vision is temporarily suspending its food/NFI distribution 
activities to refugees as well as water and sanitation activities in the four counties they cover, due to 
prevailing insecurity in the state.  

• The State Strategic Planning Council with UNDP’s support released a five year Strategic Development 
Plan for South Kordofan. FAO also released the first agricultural survey at Payam level for 2008/2009 
to assist in planning for 2009/2010 season. 

Health 
• In Western Equatoria MSF-Spain announced the closure of its office due to funding constraints; thus 

Sakure and Gangura primary health care units are to be handled by the Ministry of Health in the future. 
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• However in Western Bahr el Ghazal in collaboration with UNICEF and the Ministry of Education, 
Raga Hospital will be upgraded this year. 

Water and Sanitation 
• UNICEF drilling team continues to work in the North-East area and has completed about 20 of 35 hand-

pumps planned in Abyei. 
• In Unity a waste management project was completed as part of the UNDP RIEP project implemented by 

IOM.  While in Upper Nile, water pipes and electricity connection have been extended to new areas in 
Malakal town while roads expansion and construction are still ongoing.  

Livelihood Opportunities  
• UNDP continues to provide support to development of proposals for Micro Enterprise Development and 

Micro Finance services in Unity State. 
Education 
• In Western Bahr el Ghazal, Action for Education and Development (AED), in partnership with 

UNICEF, is supporting the Ministry of Education to construct and rehabilitate water, sanitation and 
hygiene facilities in schools. AED reported that by April this year, each block in schools will have 
sanitation facilities. 

 
State-Level Co-ordination and Policy Dialogue 
• On 5 January UNMIS/RRR in Khartoum met with Head of Abyei Civil Society who is also acting as 

Head of Abyei educational institutions in Khartoum.  He stated that there is no existing plan at this stage 
for State organized returns to Abyei, but returnees individually or in groups may start moving in March 
when the school season is over while there could be a movement of 700 families from Gedaref to Abyei 
soon.   It has been acknowledged that until basic infrastructure like PHCs, schools, water and jobs are 
created in the area, IDPs will mainly remain in Khartoum.  

• On 5 January in Western Bahr el Ghazal UNMIS/RRR met with Naivasha Executive committee to 
follow up on the demarcation of the area and the distribution of land plots to Naivasha residents in the 
Naivasha Resettlement Project. However, the team found that the Ministry of Physical infrastructure has 
not began the land demarcation process. Later in the month UNMIS/RRR and the State SSRRC Deputy 
Director revisited the Naivasha Resettlement Project to monitor the developments on land and plot 
demarcation. The Department of Lands stated that the work will take three months with full support and 
help from the community. Weekly payment and food provision for the technical staff were deemed 
essential to ensure a steady progress of the work. 

• In Jonglei, UNMIS/RRR met with Acting Director General SSRRC, on 7 January, to plan an assessment 
mission to Twic East County in order to follow up on verification needs in the area.  SSRRC pledged to 
provide the updated returnee numbers for UNMIS/RRR prior to the assessment. 

• In Northern Bahr el Ghazal WFP, Cordaid and UNMIS/RRR met and discussed food security in 
Gokmachar where in the last five months, heavy rains and flooding caused displacement and crop failure. 
The meeting agreed that an interagency food security assessment team will visit Gokmachar to evaluate 
food security situation. 

• While in Warrab, UNMIS/RRR met with World Vision on 15 January, and discussed the possibilities of 
World Vision becoming the focal point on reintegration implementation activities since World Vision’s 
projects are covering most parts of Warrap state. World Vision agreed to be the focal point, while 
UNMIS/RRR would retain its lead role in co-ordination. Meanwhile, World Vision has submitted project 
proposals targeting education, health, water and sanitation sectors in Tonj East County.  

• On 15 January, UNMIS/RRR in South Kordofan and HAC/SRRC representative discussed a request 
from a local community in Kululu village, Kadugli locality (15 km south of Kadugli), regarding 
provision of reintegration assistance to spontaneous returnees in the area. It was agreed that HAC/SRRC 
will conduct a preliminary verification of returnees, followed by an inter-agency mission to evaluate 
reintegration assistance needed. 

• On 21 January, UNMIS/RRR in Blue Nile attended a meeting with the IOM Protection team leader. The 
objectives of the visit were to explore the prospect of conducting tracking and monitoring of spontaneous 
returnees in Blue Nile, protection and monitoring, and IOM involvement in Mabaan IDPs movement 
from Blue Nile to Upper Nile state. However, due to the low number of returns to the state, IOM believes 
that tracking of returnees might not be necessary in Blue Nile. It was noted that UNICEF, in partnership 
with the Ministry of Finance, is conducting assessments in 550 communities and IRC, in partnership with 
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UNHCR, has already conducted village assessments in Blue Nile. IOM argued that there was now 
sufficient information generated from these assessments that could be useful in planning for return and 
reintegration.  

• UNMIS/RRR in Lakes convened a meeting of RRWG on 22 January and reviewed issues such as 
verified and registered returnees, and gap analysis in water, health and education.  The limited resources 
and absorption capacities and the vicious circle of inter-clan clashes over pasture, water and other limited 
resources were identified as key challenges to sustainable return and reintegration in the state.  In the 
meeting UNICEF cautioned that it would not be possible to serve all the verified returnees in Yirol West 
County due to the limited stock of NFIs currently available. Also, UNICEF expressed concern that 
returnees who had returned and resettled for a period of over six months could not be eligible for ERA 
support. Meanwhile, SSRRC reported the creation of a State Return Committee to handle the State-
organized returns form the North to the South this year. The Committee’s planning figure has been set at 
approximately 10,000 IDPs for Lakes State. 

• In Northern Bahr el Ghazal, UNMIS/RRR facilitated and SSRRC chaired the Payam Reception 
Committee (PRC) meeting in Mariem East Payam of Aweil West County to discuss irregularities in 
practice of spontaneous returnee tracking system as well as reintegration challenges. UNMIS/RRR, IOM 
and SSRRC sensitized the PRC members on the need to work together as a team and to follow their 
terms of reference. Members were also advised to initiate development projects and to encourage 
application of the most vulnerable persons for food for recovery projects. 

• On 20 January, HAC/SRRC and VRRC participated in the 2009 Common Humanitarian Fund (CHF) 
preliminary “Cross-Sector Support for Return” Sector Allocation meeting at UNDP office in Kadugli to 
define the sector priorities for 2009 CHF 1st sector allocation round. 

• On 19 January UNMIS/RRR in Unity and UNDP team met with the Minister of State Government to 
focus on the resumption of the rule of law forum, CPA dissemination through CBOs, awareness on 
human rights issues, preparation for the coming elections and quick impact project activities in Unity 
State.   

• In Warrab, UNMIS representatives of RRR, POC, Civil Affairs, DDR and Public information met on 22 
January with the commissioner and SSRRC secretary of Tonj North County to discus the ongoing clan 
fighting and subsequent insecurity in the area. Night curfew has been introduced in Warrap town. 
According to the Commissioner, the county lacks adequate capacity to deal with the situation as there is 
no standby army in the county while the army deployed at the border of the two payams does not have 
orders to use force. The peace talks initiated by the Deputy Governor have failed. At least 22 people were 
confirmed killed and 19 wounded in a fresh clash. The fighting has displaced hundreds of homes 
particularly in the villages of Akop, Rual Malith, Athieng Thorn and Mandoor, Abieth, Panhomthiang, 
and Achong chong.  The majority of the people are heading to Rual Bet payam for safety.  

• On 27 January. UNMIS/RRR in Blue Nile, discussed with UNHCR the Mabaan IDPs’ movement from 
Blue Nile to Upper Nile State (about 3,368 individuals = 760 households), a pending caseload for the last 
two years.  As a result, SSRRC/HAC has now agreed to ask IOM’s involvement and to contact SMOH to 
cover the cost of medical screening for returnees. Meanwhile, UNHCR and SSRRC/HAC will assess the 
cost of the road movement from Blue Nile to Upper Nile. 

• On 26 January, 2009 CHF Cross-Sector Support for Return Regional Sector Project Allocation meeting 
took place in Kadugli in South Kordofan to identify projects for CHF support. International Rescue 
Committee’s (IRC) project SUD-09/RR17 “Support for Sustainable Return and Reintegration” has been 
selected for funding. The project will support the existing mechanism for tracking of spontaneous 
returnees in Southern Kordofan through direct project interventions in the conflict-sensitive area of 
Lagawa locality. 

 
Assessment/Data-Gathering 
• In Lakes UNMIS/RRR has completed compiling state data on water, health and education for RRR’s 

Information Management System; distribution of this information is pending the final review and 
validation from RRWG partners. 

• In Abyei at the beginning of the month UNMIS/RRR assessed the situation in village-Abathok (20km 
South of Abyei-town) where 1,500 IDPs are staying with family and friends and are putting strain on the 
community resources. WFP has been informed of the situation and NFI needs will also be addressed. As 
IDPs are still concerned about Abyei-town security by the end of the month UNMIS/RRR found that an 
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estimated 25,000 IDPs remained south of the river Kiir (10 km South of Abyei-town), where living 
conditions (access to water, livelihoods, education and shelter) are limited, sub-standard or non-existent. 
MSF is currently providing water supply on a regular basis, UNICEF team is planning to repair the 
hospital water system. Mid January saw several assessments to North-East villages of Abyei where 
significant lack of access to education was recorded. Although number of teachers could be found among 
rural communities there is a need for training and better facilities. Many households were split to allow 
for children to be educated in main centres such as Abyei and Agok.   

• In Abyei area, an assessment was conducted in Mekiness, Al-Ahza and Dehir Farouk on 28 January. 
While health infrastructures are present, with the exception of Dehir Farouk (1 PHCC in Mekiness; 1 
PHCC under construction in Al-Ahza). However, lack of medical staff and limited drug supply observed 
in all locations. 

• In Mayo camp in Khartoum the planned relocation activities commenced at the beginning of the month, 
as around 170 families received land and other 100 families received documents and were waiting for a 
Planning/Survey Officer to mark their lands. IDPs were duly informed by that some families might be 
relocated to El Fatih if land in Mayo does not accommodate all IDPs. However, some protection issues 
have emerged over the following weeks and are being addressed by UNHCR protection. In the meantime 
collection of information for camp profiles is still ongoing and UNMIS/RRR team is continually meeting 
with the camp committees to assess developments in the information collection.  

• As security phase in the area was lowered at the beginning of January, UNMIS/RRR led a joint 
(UNMIS/POC, IOM, HAC/SRRC and VRRC) assessment missions to Katcha villages in Kadugli 
locality in Southern Kordofan, where provision of basic services is found to be better than in the other 
villages in the area. However water sources are not enough and livelihood activities are similarly meagre. 
The total population is reported to be 17,000 people (2000 households) while there is a continuous influx 
of spontaneous returnees. A number of protection issues were raised and a mine clearance operation team 
was deployed as ten minefields have been identified in the area. Midmonth, in response to an appeal for 
food and water scarcity from the local communities in Wakara (65,000 inhabitants) and Tartar (74,000 
inhabitants) authorities in Abou Jubayah locality, the State Ministry of Agriculture (SMoA) and NGOs 
conducted an assessment mission to these areas. The team recommended an immediate intervention from 
the state government and international community to bridge the food gap and to improve water, 
education, health and sanitation facilities in the area. Also, WFP commenced compiling data for 2009 
Annual Needs Assessment scheduled to start by the end of February in order to identify potential 
beneficiaries.   

• On 27 January, UNMIS/RRR, IOM and the chairman of the Tombur-Lobonok committee undertook a 
fact-finding mission to Tombur-Lobonok in Eastern Equatoria, following a complaint by the Amore 
Group which alleged IOM had settled returnees in a school compound located in a mine field, thus 
obstructing their mine clearing operations. Amore underlined that its policy prohibits people within a 300 
meter radius of de-mining efforts. As the de-mining operation should be completed in 2 weeks, the 
Lobonok chairman promised to relocate the returnees as soon as possible to a different and safer area 
north of Tombur centre. Following the meeting, the chairman addressed the returnees, explaining the 
situation and the dangers of living close to the mined area. Returnees used the opportunity to express 
their concerns regarding other issues such as shortage of tools, drinking water, medical kits and lack of 
access to market.  

• In mid January, an interagency assessment mission visited Wullu town and Domoloto payam of Lakes 
State to assess the condition of 1,895 IDPs reported by SSRRC to have fled tribal clashes in the nearby 
villages. An estimated 132 households in Wullu town and 263 households in Nukta Manga were verified. 
Most of the IDPs were found to be staying in the school and locally made shelters. They are currently 
surviving mostly on local hospitality. However the renewed fighting between Dinka and Jur Belle 
tribesmen on 21 January caused further population displacement from Wullu County to Western 
Equatoria and Warrap States. As a result, another inter-agency assessment was conducted to Wullu and 
Yirol West counties. The verification identified 781 individuals displaced to Domoloto, Wuawo, Leibolo, 
Mapuordit, and Damajo while some IDPs were reportedly hiding in the forest. The agencies agreed to 
plan a third assessment mission to the remote jungle to assess these IDPs. Meanwhile, humanitarian 
assistance in form of food and NFIs was organized. On 28 January UNMIS visited Wullu Town and 
Nukta Manga village in Wullu County. The local SSRRC officials and chiefs provided information on 
the causes of the conflict, humanitarian issues and the profile of residents including recent returnees. 

• On 29 January, another inter-agency reassessment mission was undertaken in Lakes and found that most 
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of the IDPs were located in and around Nukta Manga, Domoloto payam and had neither shelter nor 
access to food and clean water. An urgent need for humanitarian intervention was accentuated as most of 
IDPs lost their properties to looters. On 30 January, a review meeting was held to discuss the findings of 
the reassessment and to organize assistance. The partners have agreed to deliver 30 days food rations and 
some NFIs to some 2, 910 persons (582 households) currently displaced at Nukta Manga. At the same 
time, humanitarian actors have strongly recommended to the government through the SSRRC for further 
improvement in security so as to allow the IDPs return to their villages. 

• In Western Equatoria UNMIS/RRR participated in an inter-agency assessment to Ibba County to asses 
the level of displacement caused by the recent LRA attacks and to determine the humanitarian needs for 
the affected communities. Six civilians were reported killed and 4 wounded, while food was looted and 
houses including food storages burnt down. The neighbouring communities from Wowo are now 
displaced to Ibba and Nabanga payams. The SSRRC has so far registered 930 IDPs (186 households) 
who are currently residing with their relatives. The Commissioner of Ibba County reported that 
spontaneous returnees to the area have been very minimal due to the apparent insecurity. Furthermore, on 
30 January an inter-agency assessment to Nzara found that the armed hostilities in the area have 
displaced most of the people to Barbara and Beremango villages (15 miles from Nzara) where a 
detachment of SPLA troop is deployed. A total of 375 refugees from Congo (75 households) have been 
registered. The SSRRC reported that registering spontaneous returnees was not possible due to insecurity 
and lack of access.  

• During January, number of inter-agency verification missions were organised across Southern Sudan 
states. In Northern Bahr el Ghazal, verification missions to Aweil Centre, Aweil West and Aweil North 
Counties resulted in verification of 5,354 individuals. In Jonglei a three day mission verified 3,976 out of 
5,085 spontaneous returnees reported by SSRRC in five Payams of Twic East County. Later in the month 
a joint mission (WFP, UNHCR, UNMIS/RRR, ADRA and SSRRC) verified an additional 2,258 (418 
households) of spontaneous returnees. This number mirrors accumulation of cases that started arriving 
during the second half of December 2008 to date. These returnees, arriving from Kenya, Uganda and 
from various regions in North and South Sudan, will receive initial food ration on 3 February before 
dispersing to respective counties of origin. Furthermore a security assessment mission prompted by 
SSRRC’s report from 10 January of approximately 1,552 spontaneous returnees in Manyabor area (Pibor 
County) who arrived in early January and require food and NFIs assistance was carried out on the stretch 
of road from Bor to Pibor County. The road was deemed passable and secure. UNMIS/RRR and its 
partners will meet on 4 February to discuss Terms of Reference and the date for the upcoming Pibor 
mission. 

 
Operational Planning 
 
Sudan Information Campaign for return (SICR) 
• The Sudan Information Campaign for Return (SICR)’s meeting on 15 January considered the need to 

inform IDPs in Khartoum about the cancellation of UN/IOM organized returns during this dry season.  
The meeting agreed to organize a chief’s briefing with all partners present to relate this information 
regarding Joint Organized Returns. The meeting was also informed about the continuing disruption of 
life in Mayo IDP camp due to government demolitions. 

•  BBC World Service Trust has undertaken training Khartoum State Radio producers as well as many 
UNICEF sponsored Community Radio Listening Group. BBC WST also has completed focus group 
discussions carried out in South Sudan on reintegration issues. They plan on replicating FGDs on IDP 
issues in the Greater Khartoum area in the coming month.  

• SICR partners suggested obtaining recorded IDP hour programmes to replay in Community Dialogue 
Sessions. SICR Chair will collaborate with Khartoum State Radio in an effort to realize this plan.  

Capacity-Building 
• In Western Bahr el Ghazal UNMIS/RRR facilitated a workshop intended to enhance the government’s 

ability to create an environment conducive for development and training in developing business skills 
and managing small scale business. The training was conducted by Al Turath Organisation for Human 
Development which embarked on a State level Leadership training targeting 200 participants drawn from 
the SSRRC, line ministries, Government Local Authorities from the three counties of Wau, Jur River and 
Raga and local NGOs/CBOs. 
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• In Abyei, WFP and UNMIS/RRR conducted training session for SSRRC-HAC about registration of 
returnees, especially those who were IDPs in Agok and returning to villages in Abyei area/ North of the 
river Kiir. 

 
Key Challenges/Priorities: 
• Continue monitoring the situation of those who have returned  
• Follow up with agencies on identified gaps in reintegration assistance 
• Conclude planning of returns and reintegration programming for the next season 
 
Signature head of unit or designate: Marie-France Heliere 
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